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1. Introduction
In the beginning of now all matter was gaseous. F r o m the universal perspective
most of it still is. Within a more local reference frame liquids and solids comprise
a much larger fraction of man's immediate environment and are the sine qua non
of life as we know it. Even so the properties of and processes in gaseous systems
have commanded a lot of attention because they are scientifically interesting and
practically important. The atmosphere, which controls climate, makes weather,
sustains life and supports flying machines, is a gaseous system. More than 90%
of prime movers, the primary sources of power for man's machines, are based on
the characteristic dilative thermal behaviour of gases. Gas phase chemical reactions
are necessary steps in the production of most of the materials and devices which
are the bitter-sweet fruits of a technological society. It is not surprising, therefore, that the study of things gaseous has occupied a lot of scientific interest and
effort from the very beginning of man's recognition of the value of quantitative
observations on his surroundings. This essay will attempt to introduce the reader
to the nature of molecular beam methods and how they can be used to elucidate
the nature of gaseous matter.
As a point of departure let us review some features of the gaseous state as they
have emerged from a few centuries of deliberate observation and reflection. Consider
a container of gas, for example a ping pong ball full of air at r o o m temperature
and atmospheric pressure. We understand that this gaseous air is made up of
tiny bits of material substance known as molecules, so numerous that our ping
pong ball contains around 3 x 1020 of them, an incredibly large number. (That
* Based on an Academy lecture ddivered at Bangalore on 23 February 1979.
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many ping pong balls would cover the earth to a depth of more than 10 meters !).
We further understand that about 78~ of the molecules in dry air comprise two
atoms of nitrogen strongly bound together. Another 21~ are oxygen, similarly
diatomic. Nearly 19/o are single atoms of argon and about a thirtieth of a per
cent are carbon dioxide molecules each containing one atom of carbon and two
atoms of oxygen. There are half a dozen or so other species present in trace
amounts ranging from half to twenty parts per million. Our ping pong ball
could also be filled with any of many other materials of varying structural complexity which are commonly found in the gas phase or can be vaporised if heated to
sufficiently high temperature (below the melting point of the container walls of
course !). Every such molecule will have a kinetic energy mc2/2 whose m is its
mass and c its speed of translation relative to an appropriate reference coordinate
system, e.g., the walls of its container or a neighbouring molecule with which it
collides. It turns out that no matter what the size or structure of a molecule in
a container of gas the average value of the translational kinetic energy is 3kT/2
where T is the absolute temperature and k is a proportionality factor known as
Boltzmann's constant. In commonly used units it has the value 1.38 x 10-1~
ergs/~ K. At room temperature, therefore, one molecule would have energy enough
to raise a weight of one pg a distance of about 6 A in the earth's gravitational
field. A polyatomic molecule can also possess kinetic energy of rotation about
its centre of mass as well as both potential and kinetic energy of vibration associated with the stretching, bending and twisting of the bonds which hold the
component atoms together. In linear molecules of n atoms the rotational energy
is 2kT/2 and the maximum vibrational energy is ( 2 n - 5)kT/2. For nonlinear
molecules these values become respectively 3kT/2 and ( 2 n - 6)kT/2. The
term " m a x i m u m " is used in connection with the vibrational energy because
unless the temperature is high enough not all of the possible vibrational modes
of motion may be fully active, i.e., excited. Consequently, the actual vibrational
energy at some temperatures may be appreciably less than (2n - 6)kT/2. Similar
considerations apply to rotation in hydrogen.
The molecules of any gas move rapidly about in all directions with a wide
range of speeds. The average speed is determined by the molecular mass m and
the average kinetic energy determined by the temperature, the so-called rootmean-square (rms) average, is given by (3kT/2m)112. For the nitrogen molecules in our ping pong ball this average speed is about 500 meters per second.
Consequently, they undergo many collisions with each other and with the walls
of the container. Indeed, in every second the average molecule collides with
another molecule about 6 x 10~ times and each square centimeter of the bali's
interior surface suffers n~/4 molecular impacts per second where n is the number
of molecules per cubic centimeter and ~ is their average speed. For each square
centimeter of wall surface in our ping pong ball, collision frequency is about
3 x 10 38 per second.
One important consequence of this collisional chaos is the virtual impossibility
of detecting any relatively weak interactions between molecules and external fields,
even if we could observe them individually. Each collision can result in the gain
or loss of an amount of kinetic energy of the order of kT per molecule. To
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obtain this amount of kinetic energy from the earth's gravitational field, for
example, a nitrogen moIecule would require a free fall of almost 10 km ! In our
ping pong ball the average molecule travels a mean free path or distance between
collisions of less than 10-5 cm. To put it another way, suppose we put some
nitrogen in a large spherical container, say 10 m in diameter, at a density low
enough so that the average molecule could go from wall to wall without encountering
another molecule (i.e., a pressure at room temperature of about 10-6 torr or a
billionth of an atmosphere). Acceleration due to gravity would increase the
velocity of a molecule falling from top to bottom at room temperature by only
four parts in ten thousand. Even if we could " see" individual molecules,
meaningful resolution of such small velocity changes would be difficult indeed.
Of course, in the case of the earth's gravitational field we can, at least with atmospheric molecular species, " integrate" the very small gravitational interaction
over very large distances and detect its effect in terms of the difference in gas
density between the top and bottom of a mountain, for example. In the case of
electric and magnetic fields it is not often feasible to generate strong enough fields
on a large enough scale to obtain observable effects in thermally chaotic gas.
Because a whole is usually related to the sum of its parts, it seems intuitively
reasonable to expect that the macroscopic behaviour of bulk gas should somehow
depend upon the microscopic behaviour of its component molecules, that is to say
their structure, and the nature of the collisional encounters by which they exchange
momentum and energy with each other and with the walls of their container.
Indeed, thanks to the development of the kinetic theory of gases and statistical
mechanics it is possible in principle to calculate the bulk properties of gases with
effective precision if we have enough information about the structure of their
molecules and the dynamics of the collisions between them. This possibility is
more nearly within our grasp for gases at modest densities because under those
conditions the collisions are binary in the sense that they comprise encounters
between pairs of molecules far enough away from all other molecules so that they
occur in essential isolation from any influence of even their nearest neighbours.
Even though the mean free path in our ping pong ball full of gas is only 10.5 cm
it is equal to nearly 200 molecular diameters, a distance large enough so that the
influence of force fields between the molecules is negligible. This absence of
third body effects in gases at modest densities substantially simplifies the calculational procedures.
Information on the structure energy levels and other properties of individual
molecules comes largely from various kinds of spectroscopy and the arts of
chemical analysis and synthesis. In principle these quantities can be calculated
ab initio by solving Schr6dinger's equation. In practice, such calculations are
feasible only for very simple species. Information on the structure and properties
of individual molecules however obtained does not tell us directly very much
about what happens when two of them collide. For information on the 1nature
of collisions we must appeal to observations on the consequences of such collisions which are usually most strongly reflected in the time-dependent behaviour
of gaseous systems. In particular, measurements and interpretation of transport properties (viscosity, mass diffusivity and thermal conductivity) and observations on the rate of chemical reactions are most revealing. On a microscopic
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scale the dynamics of the molecular collisions which determine these time-dependent properties are determined by the relative velocity of the colliding partners,
the so-called "impact parameter ", which defines their trajectories in terms of
the distance of closest approach between their centres that would obtain if there
were no forces between them, and the nature of the actual forces. It is convenient
to express these forces in terms of the potential energy of the two molecule system
and its dependence upon the distance between their centres. The potential energy
at any distance is simply the work which would be required to increase the separation to infinity. The equation or curve which represents the energy-distance
relation is commonly referred to as the "intermolecular potential" for the cases
in which the force fields can be treated as spherically symmetric so that one positional coordinate is sufficient to specify the potential energy. If two coordinates
must be specified a "potential energy surface" describes the system. When
more than two variables must be specified a simple geometric representation is
inadequate and the term "hyper-surface" is invoked to picture the dependence
of potential energy on the variables required to specify the positions, orientations
and internal energy states of the collision partners.
As in the case of structure and energy levels, in principle it is possible to calculate ab initio from Schr6dinger's equation the topography of these potential
energy surfaces and hypersurfaces. Again, in practice, the calculations have
been carried out only for a very few of the simplest molecular systems. Consequently, most information on the intermolecular potential energy relations which
govern collision dynamics has been obtained by experimental examination of the
collision process. It would be more accurate to say by examination of the consequences of the collision process because the molecules are so small and collision
frequencies are so high in gases under ordinary conditions it is virtually impossible
to carry out any dkect observations on individual coUisional encounters at the
microscopic level. Consequently, information on the details of the collision
process has had to be inferred from the more readily observable macroscopic
properties and behaviour of gaseous systems. In effect, one assumes a model
for the intermolecular potential and calculates the value of a measureable bulk
property over a range of conditions. When the calculated result matches the
experimental measurement the assumed potential model is taken as " c o r r e c t "
There are a number of problems with this approach. In the first place, except
for relatively simple systems, we do not know what sort of potential energy relation
to put into the calculation, which itself becomes almost prohibitively complicated except for simple molecules. Even when we have a sufficiently simple
system so that we can use a tractable potential model there remain serious difficulties. Because the gas is completely chaotic the collisions take place between
molecules having a wide range of relative velocities and internal inergies as well
as all possible orientations and impact parameters. Consequently, a measured
property, viscosity for example, reflects in a single number an average result of
many widely different kinds of coUisional events. Clearly, much detail must be
lost in any such averaging. Indeed, the calculated values are often quite insensitive to the details of the potential and it becomes difficult to distinguish between
different potential models. For example, a simple hard sphere model with a
judicious choice for sphere diameter can give a calculated value of viscosity for
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gases of simple molecules which is in quite acceptable agreement with experiment.
I f the sphere diameter is allowed to vary with temperature it is even possible to
describe the temperature dependence of the viscosity. Obviously, a hard sphere
model, which implies the complete absence of any attractive forces between molecules and thus denies the possibility of condensation, must be a gross oversimplification of the actual potential. Moreover, as it turns out, even more elegant
models run into substantial difficulties. When their parameters are adjusted to
give a best fit for a particular macroscopic property, e.g., thermal conductivity,
they often become seriously wanting in their ability to predict values of some
other property, e.g., diffusivity coefficients. Moreover, a model potential which
is as fitted to empirical data dearly can be trusted only within the range of energies
(temperatures) covered by the data. As temperatures go up the difficulty of
making property measurements increases and their accuracy decreases. Consequently, information on intermolecular potentials which can be readily obtained
from bulk property measurements is limited to energies below about a quarter
of art electron volt or half a dozen kilocalories per mol, corresponding to temperatures of about 1500 ~ K. In the perspective of understanding and science, this
range is disappointingly limited.
In terms o f practical applications the limitation is even more painful. It is for just those conditions under which it is difficult or impossible to make property measurements that we would most like to
be able to calculate them from a knowledge of the potential.
This litany of limitations on our ability to characterise molecular interactions
from bulk property measurements has been concerned with state and transport
properties which depend mostly on the relatively simple elastic collisions in which
the structure and internal energy levels of the colliding partners are unchanged.
The situation is even worse for the interesting and important gas phase phenomena involving inelastic collisions in which internal energy levels of one or both
partners can change and reactive collisions which modify the structure or composition of one or both partners. Thus, the problem of characterising on a molecular
or microscopic scale the dynamics of the inelastic and reactive collisions which
govern the rates at which changing systems approach equilibrium (or can be
driven from it) is enormously more complicated than when only elastic collisions
need to be taken into account. It seems fair to say that for a long time much of
our information on these kinds of processes has been almost as chaotic as the
systems in which they occur.

2.

Enter Order

Let us return to our consideration of a container of gas. Instead of a ping pong
ball of air or nitrogen at one atmosphere we assume an arrangement represented
schematically in figure 1. We will refer to this container as an " o v e n ", a term
which stems from the fact that very often the gas has been a metal vapour so that
the container had to be hot.
Let there be a small hole in the side of this container, say a millimeter in diameter.
I f we put gas or vapour in the container at a density or pressure about 10-5 times
its value at one atmosphere the mean free path will be about half a centimeter or so.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a conventional molecular beam apparatus
using an effusive oven source.

That is to say, the average molecule will travel a distance of several hole diameters
between collisions with other molecules. Under these conditions a molecule
approaching the hole has a good chance of passing through unscathed, i.e.,
untouched by another molecule. Consequently, its trajectory in the second chamber
will be a simple straight line extension of its trajectory in the oven. In that oven
the gas is uniform and completely chaotic. The molecular trajectories are then
completely random so that molecules are approaching the hole from all directions.
To those which approach from a direction normal to its plane the hole looks bigger
than to those which approach it from an angle. Consequently, they have a better
chance of going through. Indeed, those approaching in a direction parallel to the
plane will not see the hole at all and will not escape the oven. The net result is
that the maximum flux of molecules through the hole will be along the axis of the hole
and the minimum or zero flux will be perpendicular to the axis. If we were to plot
the flux density distribution of molecules from the hole in the second chamber as
an array of vectors whose length in any direction is proportional to the flux in that
direction the surface on which the tips of those vectors lie would be a sphere tangent
to the hole as shown in the figure. Let there be a coaxial hole of "collimating
orifice" downstream from the " source orifice" in the far wall of the second
chamber. Only those molecules whose initial trajectories are within the solid angle
defined by the source and collimating orifices will pass into the third or test
chamber where they will form a ray or beam of molecules having nearly parallel
trajectories and travelling in splendid isolation. These beam molecules will undergo no collisions with each other or with those in the background gas if its pressure
is maintained at a value low enough so that the mean free path is large relative to
the dimensions of the chamber. At 10-6 torr, a vacuum easily maintained with
modern pumps, the mean free path is tens of meters so that the chances of molecule-molecule collisions are negligibly small. Thus the beam molecules will
continue their initial trajectories until they strike some surface and either condense
or ricochet into randomness and finally merge into the background gas.
Now let us reflect for a moment on just what we have accomplished by this
rather contrived bit of plumbing. First we note that the molecules in our beam
are a fairly representative and undisturbed sample of those back in the source.
We have done nothing to them except to isolate them from the coUisional chaos
by screening out all the others whose trajectories were not within the solid angle
defined by the orifices, The sampling process has not perturbed the slate of the
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molecules. They do not " k n o w " that anything has happened. Nor has the
sampling appreciably affected the system from which they came. A small bias
has been introduced in the sense that the faster molecules arrive at the orifice
more often than the slow ones so that the molecules in the sample have an average
velocity about one-third higher than those in the source. This bias toward high
velocity also means that if the source gas is a mixture, the beam gas will be richer
in the lighter species because they travel at a higher velocity. If the ratio of
number densities of two species in the source is nl/n2, their ratio in the beam will
be (nl/n~) (mJml) lrz where m is the molecular mass. But in all other respects,
i.e., molecule structure and internal energy, the beam gas is the same as the source
gas. Both the velocity and composition bias are well understood and readily
calculable. Thus, if we have some means of examining and analysing its molecules, our beam becomes a source of information about the state of the gas back
in the oven, a sort of communication channel in which noise and distortions
due to collisions have been minimised.
The scenario which we have been outlining has several implications. Two of
them deserve more attention before our discourse goes further. First we note
that the source of the molecular beam sample need not be limited to a container
of low density gas at thermal equilibrium, i.e., an oven. Valuable information
and insight have been obtained by analysis of beam samples from non-equilibrium
but steady state sources such as freely expanding jets, vaporising liquids and
solids, flames, plasmas and the atmospheres of our own and other planets. Nonsteady systems which have also been studied by molecular beam sampling include
shock tubes, internal combustion engines and gas chromatographs. Extraction
and analysis of a representative beam sample from a dynamic source has been a
rewarding endeavour but beams from simple sources such as low density quiescent
equilibrium gas effusing from an overt have been the basis for a very large number
of worthwhile studies. In the earliest molecular beam experiment of them all,
the French scientist Dunoyer in 1911 demonstrated for the first time that gaseous
atoms (sodium vapour) had rectilinear trajectories (Dunoyer 1911a, b). Around
a decade later Otto Stern and his colleagues were able to show by analysis of oven
beams that the magnitude and distribution of the velocities of gaseous atoms
were consistent with the predictions of the by-then-well-developed kinetic theory
of gases (Stern 1920a, b). Indeed, it was Stern who was the first to recognise
clearly the manifold possibilities of the molecular beam method. His laboratory
in Hamburg became a fountainhead of ideas and people which dominated the
molecular beam scene and were responsible for its extraordinary influence on
atomic and molecular physics during the period between the two world wars
(Estermann 1959). As physicists they were not particularly interested in studying
the properties of systems at equilibrium. They developed much more active
roles for beams which we will discuss later. But chemists have continued to
find the analysis of beam samples from equilibrium gas a most rewarding avenue
of research, especially since the explosive development of mass spectrometry after
World War II. Oddly enough, most of these chemists did not consider themselves as members of the molecular beam community and did not often refer to
their collision free samples as "beams ". Even so, the mass spectrometric analysis
of molecular beam samples effusing from the so-called Knudsen cells has been
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the major source of data on the composition and other thermodynamic properties
of gaseous systems at high temperature. Indeed, almost every application of
mass spectrometry involves a beam or beam-like sample.
We now consider a second implication of any beam experiments of the kind we
have been describing. Clearly, if a beam is to be a useful communication channel
we must be able to " r e a d " the information which it carries. In the parlance
of molecular beam art, we need an appropriate detector. The ideal detector
would extract every bit of information that a beam can carry by sensing and
indicating the intensity (flux density or number of molecules per unit time) and
by providing a complete specification of each molecule's structure, velocity,
internal energy level and orientation. In addition, any time dependence of these
quantities would be resolved. Rarely if ever are detection systems able to provide
such complete information and we are forced to settle for much less detail. It
is sometimes surprising to realise how much can be learned from the most rudimentary means. The earliest detection method was simply to condense the beam
molecules on a target surface and measure the density distribution of the deposit
after the beam has been incident for some specified time. It was by condensation detection that Dunoyer could see the shadow cast by an object in the beam
path and conclude that sodium atoms like fight rays travelled in straight lines.
The bottom line in the famous Stern-Gerlach experiment in 1924 was simply a
bifurcation in the condensation pattern of a silver atom beam which had passed
through an inhomogeneous magnetic field (Stern and Zeites 1921; Gerlach and
Stern 1921, 1922). The result demonstrated space quantisation which had been
predicted by quantum theory but not yet accepted as real by the scientific community.
Condensation detection is awkward for many normally gaseous materials and,
indeed, until the advent of modern cryogenic techniques with liquid helium was
virtually impossible for many of the "permanent" gases. For beams of these
materials detection was achieved by allowing the beam to enter a cavity through
the same small inlet aperture by which it left. Because the inlet flux was convective or " o r d e r e d " and the exit flux was by effusion and therefore " r a n d o m "
the pressure or density inside the cavity was higher than that in the ambient
vacuum and could be used to measure the beam flux or intensity. The cavity
pressure was measured by thermal conductivity in the Stern-Pirani detector by
much the same procedure as is used in thermal conductivity detectors for gas
chromatography. More recently, capacitance manometers and conventional
vacuum ionisation gauges have been used to measure the pressure or density in
the cavity. A big advantage of these "flux gauges" was that they provided an
immediate and continuous measure of beam flux in the form of an electric current
or voltage which was easily monitored outside the vacuum system. In their
early versions they left something to be desired in the way of sensitivity, especially
as long as vacuum technology could provide working vacua only as high as 10-~
or 10-7 torr. Consequently, the introduction by Taylor of the surface ionisation
detector in 1930 was an important advance which in fact set the course for much
of molecular beam research over the next four decades. This detector was based
on the observation by Langmuir and Kingdon (1925) that every cesium atom
which struck a hot tungsten wire came off as an ion because the ionisation potert-
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tim of cesium (3"87 V) is less than the work function of tungsten (4.5 V). Thus
a beam of cesium atoms could be transformed with unit efficiency into a current
of electrons in art external circuit. An oxidised tungsten surface has a work
function of about six volts and wilt thus ionise any atom with an ionisation
potential less than this value. All the alkali metals and many of their compounds
fall into this category. The net result was that what has been called the "alkali
age" of molecular beam research was ushered in by the surface ionisation detector.
Its sensitivity and simplicity encouraged attempts at many kinds of experiments
in an era which saw molecular beam research lead to hundreds of doctoral dissertations, several Nobel prizes and at least two articles of commerce, the atomic
clock and the laser l
Although there is a lot of interesting physics and chemistry in which alkali metals
play a leading role, these active elements occupy only a small section of the periodic
table. The curiosity which motivates much of science demanded sensitive
detectors for other species. There are indeed many other kinds of detectors
which can be and have been used. To condensation targets and manometers
which we have already mentioned can be added momentum sensors such as force
balances and microphone transducers, energy sensors such as superconducting
bolometers, and mass sensors such as piezo-electric quartz microbalances which
weight condensed beam molecules continuously in situ. But far and away the
most popular and useful successor to the surface ionisation detector has been the
already mentioned mass spectrometer, sometimes called the "universal" detector
because it can be made specific for or " t u n e d t o " almost any species. This
adjustable specificity not only provides universality. It also ignores an but the
selected species and thus enhances the ratio of signal to noise, a most important
feature because ionisation by electron bombardment on which mass spectrometry
mostly depends provides very small signals. Only one in every 103 or 10~ of the
parent beam molecules is ionised. We have already pointed out that almost
every mass spectrometric measurement is a molecular beam experiment. It is
nearly as true that almost every molecular beam experiment is an exercise in mass
spectrometry, so widely used have these "universal" detectors become.
The mass spectrometer detector is not without limitations even though it is
universal in the sense that any gas phase molecule can be ionised (by interaction
with electrons, photons, ions, excited atoms or high fields) and detected after
being mass analysed. Isomers or other differing molecules which give rise to ions
of the same charge/mass ratio are difficult to resolve, indeed impossible in some
beam situations. The ionisation process may fragment or otherwise modify the
parent molecule so that it is not readily identified or assayed by the product ion
current. Perhaps the most important limitation is the mass spectrometer's inability
to identify the internal state of the parent beam molecule beyond some fairly
crude inferences based on the distribution of fragment ion peaks. Of course,
it is possible in the case of some species to interpose an appropriate disposition
of electric and/or magnetic fields which makes possible internal state selection
and even spatial orientation of beam molecules before they enter the ion source.
Some such experiments have been done but they have thus far been tours de force,
undertaken only by the most intrepid investigators,
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The advent of tunable lasers seems to provide the greatest hope for overcoming
some of the mass spectrometer's shortcomings. For molecules which can absorb
photons within its wavelength range the laser can select those in a particular
rotational, vibrational and electronic state and excite them to detectable fluorescence.
Or it can excite them to a state capable of absorbing one or more photons of
another particular wavelength to form fluorescent species or ions which can be
analysed by mass spectrometry. Sensitive bolometers respond to the total
energy contained by an incident molecule so that molecules which have absorbed
the laser photons can be detected even if they do not radiate or are not ionised.
This method of detection opens up new vistas in absorption spectrometry with
molecular beams (Stoles etal 1977). Thus, the high illumination intensities
which lasers can provide in extremely narrow wavelength ranges bring to bear
on beam analysis aU the power and precision of photon spectroscopic methods
which with relatively few exceptions had not previously been useful in beam
experiments because beam samples have so few molecules.

3.

Beams in a more active role

Thus far we have considered molecular beams only in the passive role as samples
to be analysed, a communication channel carrying information from some region
or scene of action. Experiments of this kind can be regarded as exercises in
probing the memory of molecule~ which arrive at a detector. We take great pains
to make sure that their somewhat fragile powers of recollection are not disturbed
by collisions or other interactions during their journey from whatever source.
But in fact, a more active and interesting role for beams consists in their use to
bring about the events and processes to be studied. The ability of beam detection
systems to specify the state, velocity and location of a particular population of
molecules is tantamount to preparing that highly specified population for a
further prescribed interaction (from which a beam sample might emerge for
analysis in the manner we have been describing). This use of beams for synthesis
as well as analysis is actually what the term "molecular beam research" connotes
to most of those investigators who consider themselves members of the club.
In the original experiment of Dunoyer the beam played both active and passive
roles. The overall result can be regarded as an analysis of a beam sample from
a system of sodium vapour which showed that the atoms in that system had
straight line trajectories. But the experiment can also be considered as one in
which a beam of atoms was prepared in order to interact with an intercepting
target which then cast its shadow on a second condensing surface. In Dunoyer's
only other recorded experiment the role of the beam was even more clearly an
active one. He excited a collimated beam of sodium atoms with a collimated
beam of light from a sodim vapour lamp. The objective was to measure the
radiation lifetime by observing how far along the beam from the excitation point
he could see the fluorescence. In fact, because the atoms were travelling at
only a few times 104 cm/sec and the radiation lifetime has since been determined
to be 10-s see, his results were negative and served merely to put an upper limit
on the lifetime (Duuoyer 1913a, b),
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The famous Stern-Gerlach experiment was clearly a case in which the beam
played an active role. A population of silver atoms was highly selected with
respect to direction and then passed through an inhomogeneous magnetic field
which sorted the " r e a c t a n t " beam into two " p r o d u c t " beams whose slightly
different directions were resolved by the condensation detector. This exercise
was the forerunner of a very large class of very important experiments based on
the deflection of molecular beams by magnetic and electric fields. As actually
performed most of these experiments took advantage of the method of "molecular
beam microwave resonance spectroscopy" invented by RaN, one of Stern's
colleagues who also won a Nobel prize (Rabi et al 1938). In this method a
collimated beam passes through in succession two inhomogeneous electric or
magnetic fields, equal in magnitude but opposite in direction. The first field
"defocusses" the beam, i.e., deflects it from the axis so that it will miss the detector.
The second field "refocusses" the beam, i.e., deflects it back to its original
trajectory so that it will strike the detector. In a well aligned apparatus with
both fields on the detector signal is 95% of its value with both fields off. An
oscillating field is interposed between the focussing and defocussing fields. If its
frequency is such that some internal mode of motion in the molecule, its component atoms or their nuclei, can absorb energy, the coupling of the molecule
with the refocussing field will be different than its coupling with the defocussing
field (before absorption of energy from the oscillating iield). The net result is
that the excited molecules will not reach the detector. Thus, as the frequency
of the oscillating field is varied there will be a dip in the detector output signal
every time the field frequency is in resonance with (at the same frequency as)
an absorbing mode. The resulting spectrum is a map of the various energy levels
that the molecule can occupy. Because the method is so sensitive it is particularly important for the study of weak interactions between molecules and fields
corresponding to very small energy changes and, therefore, wavelengths in the
radio and microwave frequency regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. When
magnetic fields are used information is obtained on spins and magnetic moment
of atoms and nuclei, the spin-dependent interactions within molecules, nuclearquadrupole moments and the hyperfine structure of atomic spectra. When
electric fields are used the results relate to inertial and dipole moments, rotationvibration interactions, nuclear electric quadrupole moments and thus to molecular geometry. The information so obtained in the laboratory has provided
the basis for relating the signals of radio-frequency astronomy to the state and
structure of extraterrestrial molecules. In addition it spawned the maser which
stimulated invention of the laser and won a Nobel prize for C H Townes. Such
measurements have also led to Nobel prizes for I Rabi, P Kusch and W B Lamb
as well as the atomic clock on which the fundamental definition of the second
is now based.
After its invention by Rabi in 1938 the resonance method was the basis for an
overwhelming majority of molecular beam experiments over the next two decades.
This fruitful period of activity has been elegantly summarised and interpreted
by Norman Ramsey in his classic treatise entitled " Molecular Beams" and
published in 1956 (Ramsey 1956). The only other book devoted entirely to this
subject had been written ha 1931 by R Fraser, well before Rabi's resonance
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revolution (Fraser 1931). Both of these books and most of the papers to which
they referred were written by, about the work of, and for physicists. Meanwhile,
there had been sprouting in the chemical community some seeds of interest in the
molecular beam method beyond its use in electric resonance experiments for
elucidating the structure and configuration of molecular species, a topic of obvious
importance to chemists. Chemical processes in gases, as we noted early in this
essay, are intimately associated with collisions between molecules. It is appropriate that we now examine how molecular beams can play an active role in the
study of such collisions.

4. Molecular beam scattering experiments
Almost anyone who has even a nodding acquaintance with twentieth century
science is aware, at least vaguely, that physicists like to carry out "atom smashing"
experiments in which beams of high energy electrons and protons are scattered
by collision with target atoms. Such experiments comprise a most powerful
means of studying collisional events. In turn, interpretation of these events can
and does provide much information about the structure and properties of the
participating particles. Most of our knowledge about nuclear structure and
reactions has come from scattering of particle beams at collision energies ranging
from millions to billions of electron volts. The present and prospective investment in high energy accelerators bears witness to the importance of such experiments in nuclear physics. Beam scattering techniques are in principle just as
applicable to studies at what might be called the "chemical" end of the energy
spectrum where particle structures and reactions involve energies of a few
hundredths to at most a few tens of electron volts. For a long time after the
introduction of beam methods by Stern and his collaborators there was relatively
little exploitation of scattering experiments at these low energies. This lack of
activity was due in part to the availability of alternate means of obtaining information, e.g., by interpreting the macroscopic behaviour of large populations of
molecules as characterised by physical transport and chemical reaction phenomena
in thermal systems. The equivalent kinds of experiments involving nuclear
reactions could not be carried out by physicists in the laboratory because they
require such high temperatures. (Indeed, for the past thirty years they have
been busily engaged in trying to bring about the first thermonuclear fusion reaction
under controlled conditions, still without substantial success). Another reason
for the paucity of scattering experiments at low energies had to do with unavailability of beams of particles with suitable combinations of energy and intensity.
It should be noted that at the very high energies appropriate to nuclear reactions
and structure a single particle can leave a visible track in a photographic emulsion
or a cloud or bubble chamber with a negligible loss of energy. Thus, as anyone
who has looked at pictures of these particle tracks can appreciate, the physicist
can " s e e " individual collisional events, or rather their consequences. At energies
in the chemical range, on the other hand, an atom or molecule would not make
a dent in a photographic emulsion, let alone a track. Therefore, to observe the
consequences of a scattering collision at ver), low energies one must somehow
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bring about a great number of collisional events under conditions as nearly,
identical as possible and let each participant contribute a little bit to the sigaal
e.g., by adding to the deposit on a condensation detector or contributing an
electron to an electric current. In the terms which we have been using, one
needs an intense primary beam of molecules preferably in highly specified states
which is to be scattered by an appropriate target, and a sensitive detector which
will register the direction and state of the molecules in the secondary beams
arising from the scattering collisions. Clearly the intensity required depends
upon the sensitivity of the detector and the probability of, or cross-section for,
the event under study, i.e., the fraction of the primary beam molecules which
undergoes that event.
An early beam scattering experiment of great importance was one in which
Stern and his collaborators around 1930 demonstrated the wave nature of relatively
massive particles by the observation of diffraction patterns in the reflected flux
when hydrogen and helium beams were incident upon the surface of a freshly
cleaved crystal of lithium fluoride (Stern 1929; Estermann and Stern 1930).
Surface collisions are easy to bring about with unit probability so that surface
scattering experiments for a tong time were a major focus of collision studies with
beams. Moreover, gas surface collisions which bring about reaction of exchange
of energy and momentum are of great practical importance. But the extreme
difficulty in obtaining and maintaining weU-defined clean surfaces free of absorbed
gas films and other contaminants made many of the results of early experiments
suspect in their interpretation. In the past decade surface scattering studies have
become much more respectable because of the increasing availability of ultra high
vacuum techniques together with an alphabetical potpourri of various kinds of
surface spectroscopy which can accurately characterise the surface composition
and state.
(LEEDS for low energy electron diffraction spectroscopy, AES for
Auger electron spectroscopy, SIMS for secondary ionisation mass spectrometry,
UPS for ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy, ESCA for electron spectroscopy
for chemical analysis, to name but a few.)
Moreover, the theory of surface
structure and properties has recently become a more respectable pursuit for
theoreticians. Consequently, surface scattering experiments with beams are
being pursued in more and more laboratories with increasing vigour. We car~
expect this trend to continue.
The use of scattering experiments to study binary collisions between mole
cules in the gas phase was much slower in its development. In the case of elastic
coUisions, I Amdur was one of the earliest to recognise the inherent limitations
of transport measurements and the value of beam scattering experiments in determining intermolecular potentials. He and his students carried out pioneering
studies in the use of small angle elastic scattering measurements at high collision
energies to characterise the intermolecular potential especially in the repulsive
region which is hard to probe and elucidate by macroscopic properties in the
range of temperature where they can be easily measured (Amdur and Pearlman
1940). To obtain complete information on intermolecular potentials over the
whole range of nuclear separations from scattering experiments one must measure
the angular distribution of elastically scattered flux over as wide a range as possible
at various well defined collision energies. Such differential scattering experi-
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ments require the intersection of well-collimated velocity-selected beams. The
required combinations of beam intensity in a narrow velocity interval and detector
sensitivity cannot be achieved with effusive oven sources except perhaps with alkali
metals. They are very easily detectable but have such high polarisabilities that
their elastic scattering properties are not very interesting for purposes of under
standing the collisional basis for thermodynamic and transport properties in
normal gases.
The study of inelastic collisions by molecular beam scattering is even more
difficult. One is interested in and therefore must detect the change in internal
State of at least one of the colliding partners. Two kinds of experimental
approaches suggest themselves. In one the amount of internal energy absorbed
by a target molecule during an inelastic collision is detected by observing directly
a change in its internal state. Spectral analysis of fluorescence induced by the
collision or by subsequent excitation with electron or laser beams are possibilities.
Alternately, one can use appropriately disposed electric or magnetic fields to
focus molecules in a particular state on the detector. In the ideal experiment
the states of both the target and beam molecules are known before and after the
scattering collision. This ideal, not yet fully realised, has been approached only
once with oven beam sources in an extremely difficult experiment by Toennies
of the rotational excitation of thallium fluoride. He used fields to state-select the
thallium fluoride before and after collision (Toennies 1965). In other approaches
to inelastic scattering measurements the absorption of energy in the target molecules is revealed indirectly by the change in velocity (kinetic energy) of the projectile
molecule, usually observed by time-of-flight analysis. For rotational excitation
measurements either of these approaches requires a primary beam of high intensity
in a very highly selected rotational or translational state. In the case of vibrational excitation the beam must have substantially higher energy than for rotation
studies. The combination of requirements for energy, intensity in selected states
and detectability are essentially out of reach for effusive oven sources with the
usual possible exception of the alkali metals and their compounds which again are
hardly representative of common gaseous systems. Consequently, beam scattering
experiments did not contribute much to the understanding of inelastic collisions
until after the substantial advances in sources and detection techniques which we
will discuss shortly.
In spite of a variety of attempts to carry out reactive scattering experiments
with molecular beams not much of substance happened for a long time. Although
introduction of the surface ionisation detector in 1930 marked the dawn of the
alkali age in molecular beam research generally, sunrise for chemists did not
really occur until 1955 when Taylor and Datz (1955) reported their landmark
experiments on the reaction of potassium with hydrogen bromide. They crossed
beams of HBr and K from effusive sources and detected the products with a
surface ionisation gauge containing filaments of both platinum and tungsten.
The tungsten surface ionised the product KBr and elastically scattered K with
equal efficiency. The platinum surface ionised only the unreacted potassium.
The flux of product KBr could thus be obtained at any angle from the beam
intersection point from measurements with each of the filaments. This experiment ignited an explosive increase in reactive scattering studies, practically all of
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which were based on the easy detection of alkali metals and their compounds by
surface ionisation.
The very feature of alkali metals which makes possible
this detection, the rather loosely bound valence electron, also makes them highly
reactive so that there were many reaction partners available for study. The
relative avalanche of papers from this early era in the alkali age was reviewed
and summarised by Herschbach (1966). But as we have mentioned before,
alkali metals are only a smalt section of the periodic table and their reactions are
not particularly typical of those important to life and commerce. Substantial
and successful extension of the beam scattering method to the study of other
kinds of reactions did not come until after the developments which will be discussed
in the next section.

5.

High pressure at the source

In his classic treatise Ramsay begins the 13th chapter on "molecular beam design
principles" with this quotation from Millman, a fellow researcher : " I t ' s all a
matter of intensity." Actually, as Fire observed later, it's really all a matter of
signal-to-noise, but signal in a beam experiment is generally proportional to
intensity so that there has always been a great premium attached to any means
of increasing the useful intensity or flux density in a molecular beam experiment.
Since the amount of information that any molecule can carry is limited, the total
flux of information will be directly proportional to the total number of molecules
in the beam sample. In scattering experiments this number is in turn proportional to the intensity of the primary beam. As we have noted time and again
in this account, the useful intensities obtainable with effusive oven sources are
too often insufficient to achieve the desired result. Kantrowitz and Grey (1951)
planted the seeds for a revolutionary development in the production of molecular
beams of high intensity. They pointed out that if the quiescent low density gas
in an effusive oven were replaced by a low density stream with a high convective
velocity the envelope of flux vectors downstream from the source orifice would
be ellipsoidal instead of spherical as shown in figure 1. The ratio of the major
axis to the minor axis of the ellipse would simply he the ratio of convective stream
velocity parallel to the axis to the molecular thermal velocity component normal
to the axis, i.e., the Mach number or more properly the speed ratio. The greater
this ratio the greater would be the "focussing" of molecules on the beam centre
line. Kantrowitz and Grey proposed that low density high velocity streams
could be obtained by expanding gas from a high pressure source through a
converging diverging nozzle. It turned out that because of boundary layer
effects it is better to eliminate the diverging section of the nozzle so that the gas
can expand freely in a supersonic jet from a simple sonic orifice or throat. Free
stream Mach numbers of 20 or 30 are readily obtained in this way. It is easy to
show that the intensity gains are proportional to the square of the Mach number
so that these free jet sources promise total intensities hundreds of times greater
than those which can be obtained by effusion. Figure 2 compares schematically
a beam apparatus with a nozzle or free jet source with the same apparatus of
figure 1. Note that the "source orifice" in the nozzle arrangement is called a
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of oven and nozzle beam systems. The dosed
curves downstream of the orifice and skimmer represent relative intensity distributions.

" s k i m m e r " in recognition of its role as a device for passing only the core of the
jet into the high vacuum portion of the apparatus. Most of the jet flow is separately pumped away at relatively high pressure in order to decrease the pumping
speed requirements.
Another gain factor is consequent to the adiabatic nature of the free jet flow.
During expansion the thermal energy of the gas gets converted into streaming
convective energy with a resulting decrease in its " s t a t i c " temperature as registered
by a thermometer travelling at the same velocity. This temperature decrease
means that the velocity distribution of the molecules becomes narrower. Already
at a Mach number of 25, 95yo of the molecules are within 5~ of the most probable
(convective) velocity. The net result is that for the many experiments which
would require a narrow velocity distribution, total intensity of a free jet beam is
useful. To achieve the same velocity selection in an effusive beam one must use
a velocity selector which passes only about I X of the original intensity. This
narrowing of velocity distribution with increasing Mach number is represented
in figure 3. Further details on the features of free jet beams can be found in
various review articles (Knuth 1964; Anderson et al 1965, 1966; French 1965).
The great gains in useful intensity would in themselves have been enough to
justify the popularity which free jet sources have achieved in molecular beam
research, but substantial additional advantages have emerged. As we will learn,
one of the most important stems from their ability to overcome the energy limitations of effusive oven sources. Because oven gas must be at low density to
provide effusive flow through the source orifice, its temperature must be the same
as the wall temperature. Therefore, the melting point of the oven wall imposes
an upper limit to the gas temperature which for all practical purposes is about
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3000 K. Consequently, because no energy is added to the beam molecules after
they leave the source, the maximum value of their most probable energy is about
half an eV or 12 kcal/mol, q'o be sure, there are higher energy molecules in one
wing of the velocity distribution but their population density is much too low to
provide beams of useful intensity. We have noted that the study of vibrational
excitation collisions could benefit from higher energies than ovens can provide.
In the case of reactive scattering experiments there are many chemical reactions
which have activation energies ranging up to several tens of kcal/mol or several
eV. Clearly, beams from oven sources cannot cross such high energy barriers.
We should note that it is possible to obtain very high energies by electrostatically
accelerating a primary ion beam and then passing it through a cloud of neutral
molecules to obtain a neutral beam by charge exchange. Amdur used such a
beam in his probing of the repulsive part of the intermolecular potential. The
trouble is that because of space charge effects the primary ion beam current
density decreases in accordance with the Child-Langmuir law as the energy goes
down. The net result is that in the interesting range of energies below 20 or so
eV the intensity of any ion beam is far too low to provide neutral beams of useful
!ntensity. Within limits it is possible, as Amdur showed, to use such beams at
high energy to study low energy collisions by confining one's attention to the
particles scattered through small angles, but the angular resolution requirements
are sticky.
A variety of other methods have been tried in attempts to obtain reasonable
intensities in what was for a long time the no man's land of energy between 0.5
and 20 eV. They include mechanical acceleration by rapidly rotating vanes
(Bull and Moon 1954; Moon et al 1978), travelling electric field acceleration of
molecules with dipole moments (Auerbach etal 1966) sputtering of molecules
from a solid substrate by high energy ions (Politiek et al 1968) using laser pulses
to blow off condensed molecules from a film on glass or a solid substrate,
(Friichtenicht 1974) and bringing two beams of high but slightly different energies
into confluence and thus obtaining collisions at lower energies (Skinner 1961;
Teshima et al 1980). The most useful method of increasing beam energies stems
from the nature of the free jet sources we have been describing. It has become
so widely used that we will describe it in some detail.
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First we note that in the plenum chamber upstream of the nozzle the gas pressure
must be quite high if high Mach numbers are to be achieved during the expansion.
Therefore, as in the case of a rocket motor, for example, the gas temperature
can be substantially higher than the wall temperature, i.e., the chamber and
nozzle walls can be cooled. This possibility has led to the use by several groups
of shock tube sources in which a reflected shock wave is used to heat the source
gas to very high temperature (Skinner 1961; Teshima et al 1980). The disadvantage of this technique, which has inhibited much application, is the very
low duty cycle consequent to the fact that each firing of the shock tube provides
at best only a few milliseconds of beam-on time. High temperatures can also be
obtained by passing the source gas through a high current electric arc. This technique has been successfully reduced to practice but has not boon widely used,
probably because of problems with stability and contamination of the jet gas by
electrode sputtering (Kessler and Koglin 1966; Young et al 1969; Bickes et al
1976).
A much more popular use of free jet sources in achieving suprathermal translational energies has been by the so-called "seedling" technique. Conservation
of energy asserts that during the adiabatic expansion in a free jet source the
streaming or convective kinetic energy due to the velocity is given by
To

1/2mvZ= ~ CvdT,

(1)

T

where at Math numbers above five the lower integration limit T can be considered
as zero. In the case of binary gas mixtures in which velocity equilibration
obtains between the species, m corresponds to a concentration weighted mean
molecular mass and Cp is a similarly weighted constant pressure specific heat.
If velocity is the same for both species we can multiply both sides of the equation
(1) by mh/Vn, and note that the kinetic energy of the heavy species is :

1/2mA v ~ = m-2.hrf~~, dT,
fn,, -,

(2)

where subscripts h and rn indicate heavy and mean respectively. For very dilute
solutions of a heavy species in a light carrier gas the ratio of mh/Vn,, approaches
the molecular weight ratio of the two species and we can achieve a substantial
energy mutiplication. That is, for example, the kinetic energy of argon molecules accelerated in a helium carrier will be about ten times greater than the kinetic
energy reached by expansion of either pure argon or pure helium from the sanae
source temperature. Figure 4 shows the velocities obtained by various mixtures
of argon and helium. The solid line is the theoretical value calculated by equation
(2) on the basis of ideal isentropic non-slip expansion. The points are obtained
by a time of flight measurement of actual velocities. In figure 5 are shown for
three source temperatures the translational kinetic energies in the beam of various
heavy species originally at 1X concentration in helium as a carrier gas. The solid
lines indicate what would be expected for ideal isentropic expansion. The points
are measured values. It will be noted that for high molecular weight materials
there is some departure from the theory. This velocity defect is due to incomplete
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Figure 4. Velocities in beams extracted from jets of argon-helium mixtures. The
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coupling between the heavy and light species and represents what is called a
"slip" effect. It can be easily overcome by raising the source Reynolds number

(tmssure).
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A word about the intensity of these seeded beams is in order. As we observed
earlier, the use of free jet sources provides beams in a narrow velocity range with
useful intensities hundreds of times greater than can be obtained from effusive
sources. Consequently, even though the seed species may be present in concentrations as low as 1~ or less, the net intensity of the high energy species is still
much greater than the total intensity an oven beam can provide. Moreover, it
turns out that for once in beam experiments nature is on the side of the investigator ! Because the heavy species has nearly the same axial velocity as the light
species and a much lower thermal velocity, its effective Mach number or speed
ratio is much higher than for the light species. Consequently, it is more effectively
focussed so that the ratio of the concentration of heavy species to light in the
final beam is higher than in the source gas by a factor which is the ratio of the
molecular weights. Thus if the source gas is 1 ~ argon in helium the beam will
be 10~ argon in helium! Of course, in experiments with these mixed beams
one may have to use a detector which can discriminate between the two species.
Readily available mass spectrometer detectors can easily accomplish this discrimination.
Still other dividends have been provided by free jet sources. In order to minimi e the pumping speed requirements while maintaining high enough Reynolds
numbers to minimise wall effects in the nozzle, it is customary to use high source
pressure in conjunction with very small nozzle diameters, e.g., 20/~m. The
cooling rates in such small jets are extremely high, of order 109 K/s in some cases.
The net result is that the jet gas does not remain in equilibrium. The consequent
heat capacity lags give rise to beams in which the translational, rotational and
vibrational temperatures may be widely different. Because relaxation rates are
generally much slower for vibration than for translation and rotation, it frequently
happens that there is little or no vibrational cooling. In such cases it becomes
possible to control the vibrational state of the beam molecules independently of
their rotational and translational states by varying the source temperature. This
possibility has turned out to be most useful in some experiments. Of even greater
interest has been the fact that because the density drops so rapidly that all kinetic
processes become frozen before the expansion is complete, condensation due to
supersaturation in the jet gas is arrested at early stages. By appropriate choice
of source conditions it has become possible to obtain beams of dimers and mixed
dimers or so-called van-der Waals molecules held together by the weakest of
bonds but stable because they are in a collision-flee environment. Investigators
have been able to determine elastic scattering cross-sections of rare gas dimers and
to study with microwave and tunable laser spectroscopies the structure and properties of such uncommon species as helium iodide and potassium argonidet (Smalley
et al 1977a, b) We can expect much more interest and activity in the chemistry
a n d physics of these fragile molecules.
Of course, all these advantages of free jet sources do not come at no cost. The
price one must usually pay is in terms of much higher pumping speeds and, therefore, a larger capital investment in vacuum pumps. In our own laboratory we
started twenty years ago with diffusion pumps which were 32 inches in diameter
and had nominal pumping speeds of 30,000 l/s! Since then we have learned
how to decrease the gas flow by using much smaller nozzles and appropriate s~ging.
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It is not now at all uncommon to find perfectly respectable free jet beam systems
in which the largest pump is only six inches in diameter. For experiments with
readily condensible species, cryo pumping with liquid nitrogen can be an inexpensive
solution to the pumping speed problem. Recently, there has been even better
news for present and prospective beam researchers. Gentry and his colleagues
have developed an intermittent source which can provide bursts of high pressure
gas with durations as short as 10/~s (Gentry and Giese). These short-pulse freejet beams promise many advantages over steady flow systems. Although the pulse
frequency may be as high as tens of Hz (much higher than shock tubes
have achieved) the duty cycle is low enough that pumping speed requirements
are very small. By the same token extremely high instantaneous intensities can
be achieved so that events with very small cross-sections can occur with detectable
frequency. Of perhaps greater importance is the fact that sources and detectors
can be so arranged that the pulse of collision products from the intersection of
the "beamlets" arrives at the detector before any molecules which bounce off
the chamber walls can get there. Appropriate gating of the detector, therefore,
can eliminate much of the background noise that originates at the wails in steady
flow experiments. There seems little doubt that these pulsed beam systems will
write a new chapter in molecular beam research.

6. Retrospect and Prospects
In a kind of rambling semi-historical discourse this article has attempted to trace
the development of molecular beam techniques with particular emphasis on their
application to the study of collisional encounters between neutral molecules which
are germane to our understanding of the properties and processes characteristics
of the gaseous state of matter. We have pointed out some of the ditficulties and
shortcomings of the method at various stages in its development and have recounted
some of the successful attempts to overcome many of these ditficulties. The
last section was something of an encomium on behalf of the virtues and powers
of free jet sources in providing high intensity beams in a wide energy range. In
conjunction with the powers of detection and selection embodied in mass spectrometry and lasers, it should seem that these free jet beams should be capable o f
solving many if not most of the problems which seemed so refractory in the early
days of beam scattering research. This article has not the space nor does this
author have the competence to present a comprehensive review of all that has
indeed been accomplished consequent to the development of these powerful
methods, but it does seem appropriate that we note some examples of progress
in three particular arenas to which we have made reference : elastic, inelastic and
reactive collision processes.
By taking advantage of the properties of free jet beams Y T Lee and his eoUabo.
rators, and more recently G Scoles and his colleagues, have been able to measure
angular differential cross-sections for the elastic scattering of various rare gas
collision partners (Chen et al 1973; Smith et al 1977). From these results they
have been able to evaluate in detail the intermolecular potentials over a wide
range of internuclear distances. There are still differences to be resolved but in
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the sense of experimental technique this once recalcitrant problem can be considered as substantially solved.
In the case of inelastic scattering, Gentry and his colleagues using their pulse
jet sources have been able to detect the rotational excitation of hydrogen by
measuring the velocity deficit in the back scattered helium collision partner
(Gentry and Giese 1977). With free jet courses and laser luminescence, John
Polanyi and his coworkers have measured cross-sections for the transfer of H F
atoms from one j state to another during collision with rare gas atoms. By
using opposed seeded beams and monitoring infrared radiation from the
excited product molecules we have been able to determine cross-sections for
vibrational excitation of asymmetric stretch modes in CO2 molecules by translational energy during collisions with N~ molecules at relative velocities from 2 to
5 km/s (Ryali 1980).
In the ease of reactive scattering the first experiments with seeded beams in our
laboratory were disappointing. We found that even though we put three times
the required centre-of-mass energy in collisions between HI and DI molecules
we could detect no H D product (Jaffe and Anderson 1969). This "MichelsonMorley" experiment in chemical kinetics served to point out what has become
well accepted and understood since the advent of laser sources capable of producing
vibrationally excited reactants. Translational kinetic energy is not often an
important component of the activation energy necessary to bring about chemical
reaction. However, in some cases translational energy can affect the reaction
cross-section as some of the reactive scattering studies have shown (Grice 1975).
It seems fair to say that thus far in free jet beams it has been the high intensities
rather than the high translational energies which have been most useful in reactive
scattering experiments. Some investigators believe that their ability to generate
usefully large populations of uncommon species is their most important asset.
What of the future? The popular words now are "' state-to-state" chemistry,
by which is meant the definition of a reaction process in terms of the probability
that a reactant in a particular quantum state, as a result of a highly prescribed
collisional encounter with another reactant in a particular quantum state, will
give rise to a product in a particular quantum state. It is even within our grasp
to specify the orientation of the reactant molecules at the beginning of their
encounter (Brooks 1976). Such a detailed description of a reaction process was
doubtless beyond the wildest dreams of Arrhenius and Bodenstein. It would
seem to be the ultimate ordering of events in the processes which normally occurs
in highly chaotic systems, an ordering made possible by an order in the gas phase
which as yet is achievable in the laboratory only by means of molecular beam
techniques. But let it be also realised that no matter how refined becomes our
ability to achieve a detailed description of events on a microscopic level there
will remain a strong need for accurate information on the macroscopic behaviour
of chaotic systems. To determine with acceptable accuracy any equation of
state, transport or reaction rate in a system of practical importance from experimentally won information on the details of all the component microscopic events
remains a hopelessly formidable endeavour. As insurance companies are well
aware, a posteriori empirical "macroscopic" data on life expectancies in large
and chaotic populations are a much sounder basis for acturial conclusions than
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any a priori prediction of an individual's life
information on his condition.
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span, no matter how detailed the
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